connecting the graduated values u'x with the data ; e being a parameter expressing the relative importance of fidelity to the data and smoothness of the graduated values. From the point of view of logic and adaptability (by taking different values of e) this was a great advance on its predecessors but the numerical process was laborious and Aitken was set as his Ph.D. subject the problem of improving it.
Whittaker's solution consisted essentially in the process 
where vx = A3ux,
E -A +1 and
Gx = x(x2 -l 2) (x2 -22) x(x2 l 2) .. 52) . 5 ! + m £ + However Gx increases with uncomfortable rapidity, even for small values of e. Aitken's solution was to expand the operator in { in (1) as a Laurent series in powers of both E~x and as it were in the annulus between the poles of -l)6-« = £3} -1 inside the unit circle and those outside it, rather than inside the interior poles. The function which replaced Gx was much more tractable and the resulting process eminently suited to calculations. The thesis gained the higher award of D.Sc. (1925«, 1926) .
Aitken shared with his professor another of his enthusiasms, classical algebra. This was not one of the courses which Whittaker subsequently wrote up as a book, but there was no subject on which he lectured with equal pleasure both to himself and to his class. Though the course would seem old fashioned nowadays, Edinburgh graduates of the early 1920's were well versed in matrices at a time when most others had never heard of them (to their considerable embarrassment when matrix mechanics ousted the older quantum theory). In principle, at any rate so far as determinants are concerned, the basic ideas are very simple. There is no reason why results published in the twentieth century should not have been known to Cauchy and Jacobi, if not to Euler. Indeed they often were. Yet the subject has an elegance which has attracted the greatest mathematicians, and it was one perfectly suited to Aitken's gifts. In several instances the algebra was sub sidiary to some numerical aim, and more will be said of this later; but in others the interest was purely algebraic.
In the latter field Aitken's thought centred mainly on certain classes of matrices and determinants which can be formed out of a given matrix. One such is T(m ) the mth compound of A, which has as its elements the minors of A of order m. Another is the multilinear matrix M\Aj\ formed from the matrices Aj of m homogeneous linear transformations in n variables. Form nm functions by multiplying m of the linear functions in all possible ways and regard them as linear in the ary product variables. Af[T;] or (Aly) fm I is the matrix of these functions. The case where all the matrices are the same was considered by W. Burnside, and we can denote the mth Burnside matrix by AW. Finally consider the case when not only the mat rices but also the variables are identical with those of one set, and terms in the same m-ary product variables are collected. The resulting matrix will be called the mth Schlaflian of A [its determinant was shown by Schlafli to be a power of |^4|] and denoted by ^4 [m ] .
With this notation the chief results of Aitken's first paper (1928) were
In a subsequent paper (1929a) he discussed the elementary divisors of the selected matrices and finally in a long and important memoir (1934£) the problem of expressing the selected matrices in canonical form-something which is destroyed by the processes described above, even in the simplest cases. For example, if The rules which he gave are unfortunately too complicated to summarize. Numerical analysis is not an easy subject to describe. This is not on account of its complication but rather the opposite. It is difficult to realize that steps of such apparent simplicity can have such momentous consequences. Distinctions which scarcely exist at all in other branches of mathematics can assume the first importance. For example, *4+6x3 + 12x2+ 9 * + 7 and {x(,#"fS) 1} |x(x-|-3) -{~2
are alternative ways of writing the same polynomial. But there is a world of difference between them if it is required to calculate the value of the poly nomial for a large number of values of since the first form involves four multiplications and the second only two. The chief tools of the subject, differencing and iteration, were known to Newton and his contemporaries and methods which they based on them-Newton's divided difference formula, the Newton-Cotes formula for numerical integration and the Newton-Raphson process for solving equations-are by no means out of date. Aitken's work was done before the advent of electronic computers but desk calculating machines were available and their characteristics had always to be borne in mind. Aitken's first contribution to the numerical solution of equations (1924) was a generalization of a series formula which Whittaker had given for the least root of an equation. He showed that the elementary symmetric function of the mth degree of the y least roots could be expressed by a similar series and the individual roots could then be derived. More important (1925£) is a cognate generalization of Daniel Bernoulli's formula for the greatest root, which goes back to 1728. If the equation is
Bernoulli considered the difference equation aof(t~\~n) Jr ai f ( t -\ -n -1) .. -+* = 0 (3) and showed that the greatest root of (2) (assuming one to be greater in modules than the others) is given by Zx = lim < ->00
f i '± 1) m ' can be calculated in turn from (3), assuming arbitrary values for/(0), .. fin -1). Aitken showed that if | | > \z*\ > . . , then
He also showed how the case of roots of equal modulus could be dealt with.
This paper was noteworthy for the first use of an important device which Aitken often subsequently employed, now generally known as 'Aitken's S2-process'. This consists in replacing a sequence {.*"} by the sequence {x" } defined by
It is readily proved that, if x" = #+4A"-{-0(An), where |A| < 1, then x" = x-o ( A ") and convergence of {xn} is thus more rapid. If, however, the convergence of {x"} is not geometric, the S2-process may do more harm than good.
This illustrates another characteristic of numerical analysis, which makes papers on it read rather like articles on bridge. The author defines some new process and illustrates its efficacy by worked examples. But usually no great ingenuity is required to construct other examples on which it fails. The practitioner must have at his command a variety of devices-root squaring, subtraction of a constant from the roots, and so forth-which he applies when he perceives that the situation is getting out of hand.
Such a case occurred in Aitken's work on the factorization of polynomials by iterative methods. These papers (1951, 1952, 1955«, 1955£) were in spired by recent work of Lin and Friedman. Aitken discussed the errors involved in Lin's process and advocated a modified form of it, that of reduced penultimate remainders. This consisted in iterating the last remainder but one when the given polynomial was divided by an assumed factor. A referee pointed out that it fails on a polynomial so simple as 3 -1 -e. However, Aitken had the answer-catalytic multiplication, a device whereby, if a factor x-b is known with fair accuracy, a factor x-c can be calculated and multiplied into the given polynomial to produce another, of higher degree certainly, but more amenable to the iterative process. This operation, judiciously applied, could be guaranteed to bludgeon any polynomial into a more submissive frame of mind.
Of the other problems belonging to the iteration field which he discussed, a particularly interesting one is that of finding the latent roots and associ ated vectors of a matrix. Needless to say, so central a problem had been treated many times before and he was inspired particularly by the work of Hotelling (which, however, unlike Aitken's, was limited to symmetric matrices). The basic principle (1937, 1950c) is to assume an abitrary vector b0 and form the vector bk = Akb0 = tfiAftti + where ux is a typical latent column vector and b0 -ciiUi + -\-anUrf This leads to a situation like that which he had dealt with in Bernoulli's method. He also introduced improvements depending on his S2-process, which had the effect of accelerating the calculation.
In finite difference theory Aitken made an important advance, afterwards developed by Neville and known as the Neville-Aitken method. The funda mental divided difference formula, bearing in different forms the names of Newton and Lagrange, is necessarily the foundation of any process, but it is tedious to calculate it by straightforward methods. Aitken (1931c) reduced it to a simple procedure easily handled on a small computing machine. If L0I(x), LI2(x) denotes the linear functions passing through (x0, (xi,yi) and (*1,71), (**,7*), so that
then the polynomial through (*0,70), (*1,71), (*2,72) is
and the process can be continued with till we reach the final polynomial Of Aitken's contributions to statistics I am not competent to speak, and Professor Bartlett has kindly dealt with this portion of his work. It is indeed very difficult to draw a line between his work on statistics and that on numerical analysis. His early work on graduation had a statistical element and his later work much more. He has left it on record that he was attracted to statistics not only by its connexion with computation, but by the difficult philosophical questions relating to probability which underlie it. To these he certainly gave much thought and performed lengthy experiments involving drawings from an urn, but he did not leave much on record. The only paper on probability is a lecture which he gave to the Faculty of Actuaries (1950£), and this is a review of various conflicting theories in which he does not make his own position altogether clear. The discussion which followed, in which many eminent actuaries spoke, is most interesting.
In 1920 Aitken's powers of mental calculation were famous. He published a paper on them (1954) and was himself the subject of a paper by a psycholo gist (I. M. L. Hunter, British Journal of Psychology (1962) 53, 243-258), who concluded that his skill 'possibly exceeds that of any other person for whom precise authenticated records exist'. One incident may be quoted as a specimen. His children asked him to multiply 987 654 321 by 123 456 789. 'I saw in a flash that 987 654 321 by 81 equals 80 000 000 001, and so I multiplied 123 456 789 by this, a simple matter, and divided the answer by 81. Answer 121 932 631 112 635 269. The whole thing can hardly have taken more than half a minute.' More recondite feats, such as calculating the reciprocals of two figure numbers to an indefinite number of places of decimals were perhaps even more impressive. Unlike 'calculating boys', who possess these powers very early in life and lose them as their education advances, Aitken does not seem to have been conscious of his gift till he was in his teens.
He had been the leading high jumper at Otago before he joined up and I think I recall seeing him perform at the Edinburgh University sports.
Later on he became a great walker and few can have known the Pentlands and the more distant Lowland hills as well as he did. His great indoor hobby was music. His violin accompanied him during the war and is now a treasured possession of Otago Boys' High School. At Edinburgh he was for a time the leader of the University Musical Society orchestra, sometimes under the beat of Sir Donald Tovey, a close friend. He records having had 'many conversations on music, or rather listenings, in Professor Tovey's home'. He also found pleasure in composing music,* and I remember him saying that he gave roughly four times as much thought to music as to mathematics.
He suffered greatly from insomnia and this took heavy toll of his health in later life. The photograph which accompanies this article was taken in 1962 by Paul Shillabeer, F.R.P.S. of Edinburgh, and replaced an earlier one in the custody of the Society at his own request. It is a good likeness but does not show him in the gayer mood of his earlier years.
Aitken Dr Aitken occupies a rather special niche in the development in the United Kingdom of mathematical statistics; while on the whole his contri butions were in content more algebraic than statistical, the elegance of his papers and his genius with favourite topics such as developing systems of orthogonal polynomials on the basis of finite difference operators gave his work a deserved reputation both among mathematicians and statisticians.
An exceptional paper (in a dual sense) was his more pioneering work (1942tf) with his New Zealand student, H. Silverstone, on the estimation of statistical parameters. This discussed the problem of finding the unbiased estimator T of an unknown parameter having minimum variance (a problem also to be discussed by H. Cramer, C. R. Rao and several further writers), putting forward the solution r = e + A (f> ) ŵ here eL -< f> is the likelihood function for 9, and the quantity T must not depend on 9. This solution was obtained by appeal to the calculus of variations, and when such an estimator T is available the authors noted that it is also the maximum likelihood estimator, that its variance is exactly A(0), which is the reciprocal of R. A. Fisher's information function, and that it is a sufficient statistic in Fisher's sense.
The paper contains one or two obscurities. A doubt whether the solution does in fact provide the minimum variance is implicitly covered by Aitken's later discussion of the multi-parameter case. This includes an argument which for one unknown runs as follows: Suppose U is another estimator, such that
where E denotes expectation. Then
E{(u-ey} = E{(u-Ty}+2E{(u-T)(T-e))+E{{T-ey} = E {(U -T)*}+\(6)
the product-term vanishing by substituting T -6 -A^, c >
It should be noted that what has been established above is that if the equation T = $ + A^ exists, A (9) is the minimum varianc estimator, and not that X(9) is always a useful lower bound i This may be easily perceived by consideration of a sample of one from, say, the double exponential distribution with unknown location. It is evident that the optimum unbiased estimator is the observation itself, but its variance is double that implied by the information function. The relevance of the information function appears linked with an additive requirement for independent observations, whereas it is not clear in these papers what conditions of this kind, if any, have been imposed. Without this requirement, and even without the usual condition of independence of the range on the most general inequality for the variance has been given by Kiefer (1952) as
where for any function F(d) the 'generalized difference' is defined to be
AgF{6) = E1{F(9+h)}-E2{F(9
where Ei and E2 represent expectations over two arbitrary distribu functions F2( h) and F2( h ) for h such that the likelihood r remains finite. (When available, the information function corresponds to the particular case F'i(A) = e(h), F2( h ) = e(A-j-d0), w and e(h) = 1(A>0).)
Aitken's other statistical papers may be mainly divided into (i) those dealing with the multivariate normal law and derived distributions, (ii) those dealing with systems of orthogonal polynomials of use in statistics, and (iii) those on least-squares problems, with some overlap between (ii) and (iii). Among the first group, two (19356, 19366) deal with the problem of the effect on correlated variables of selection of other variables, a problem first raised by Karl Pearson in 1902. A multivariate solution is first given for the normal case, and in the second note it is pointed out that the results are more generally true. However, as I noted at the time (Bartlett 1938 ; cf. also Lawley 1942) , the validity of the results is restricted to cases where the conditional regression equations are linear and the conditional variancecovariance matrix constant (the first condition happens to be true for the bivariate Poisson distribution used by Aitken as an example, but not the second).
Two of Aitken's papers (1940, 1950a) contain useful discussions on independence of linear and quadratic forms in normal theory, important in the theory of analysis of variance. Thus if a linear and quadratic form are denoted (in vector and matrix notation) by cc'x and x'Bx respectively, then the condition for independence is that cc'(V_1-j8B)~T oc does not depend on j3, where V is the variance-covariance matrix of x ; equivalently and more simply, BVa = 0. For two quadratic forms x'Ax and x'Bx, a derivation is given in the second paper of a theorem due to A. T. Craig, making use of Cochran's theorem that for n uncorrelated normal variates with unit variance an independence condition is 11 -a A -j8B | = |I -aA | |I -jSB |, for arbitrary a, where I is the unit matrix, and | A | denotes the deter minant of A, etc. Craig's simpler condition is AB = 0. Aitken also notes that an independence condition due to Matern for non-negative forms in multi variate normal variates is zero correlation, and that for independent variates with unit variance this reduces to the condition trace AB = 0.
The paper on applications of generating functions to normal frequency (1931a) is of some personal interest to me, for it stimulated the rather more complete derivation by this approach of the covariance distribution and of Wishart's joint distribution for the product moments from a normal sample, including a more automatic elimination of the sample means, published a little later by myself (1932, 1933 .)
The group of papers on orthogonal polynomials include some on series expansions for frequency distributions based on particular standard distri butions, such as the Hermite polynomial series based on the normal law, the series based on the Poisson distribution, and terminating series for the bivariate probabilities of four-fold sampling with and without replacement (1930a, with A. Oppenheim, 19316, 1935a , with H. T. Gonin). Sampling with replacement is based on the binomial, and without replacement on the hypergeometric, and the series for the bivariate probabilities are bilinear in the appropriate orthogonal polynomials. The papers on the normal and Poisson give proofs of Charlier's conjecture that if log/(,*:) is expanded in terms of the appropriate polynomials, e.g. 1°S./(*) = -i l°s(27r) -based on the normal law with zero mean and unit variance, where the Hermite polynomial Hr(x) = (-1)re**2(d/dx)re~**2, then, where the random variable has the structure of a sum of n independent components, cr = 0(rcI -*r).
In the group of papers on least squares one of Aitken's most beautiful and typical papers is his 1932 paper on the graduation of data by orthogonal polynomials. This deals with the important computational problem of fitting a polynomial to equidistant data by least squares, and while Aitken's results, which are based on factorial moments of the data obtainable by repeated summation, are of less practical value in the company of Fisher & Yates's (1938) numerical tables of orthogonal polynomials, and with the use of calculating machines, they have a remarkable simplicity.
Aitken gives two methods. The first is essentially a modification of Fisher's approach, and uses descending factorial moments and differences of the Tchebychef polynomials. The second approach, which is symmetric, and involves central factorial moments and central differences of the polynomials, is even more powerful, but for convenience Aitken's scheme is illustrated numerically below for the first of his two methods. 
